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Power charger with 3 AC outlets + 2x USB XO WL08EU (White)

Power charger with three power outlets and 2x USB XO WL08EU (white).
Make your life easier and freely charge up to 5 devices simultaneously. The XO WL08 power charger is equipped with 2 USB-A ports and
3 AC outlets. It allows charging at 2.4A, and its maximum output power reaches up to 4000 watts. It was made of high-quality materials,
making it completely safe to use. 
 
Fast charging of multiple devices
You no longer have to waste time until your devices are ready to use. The WL08 has 2 USB-A output ports that allow charging at 2.4A.
This means it only takes a moment to restore power to your smartphone or tablet. The accessory also features 3 AC outlets to which you
can conveniently plug your laptop or any household appliances. 
 
Your travel companion
Forget  about  tangled  cables  on  your  desk!  With  the  XO  charger,  you'll  keep  your  desk  tidy.  AC  outlets  are  designed  to  conveniently
connect all your appliances. The compact and lightweight design of the accessory means that you can take it with you anywhere - it will
be perfect not only at home, but also during a business trip.
 
Manufacturer

Mobilemax - Gadgets and Accessories
Rua Vasco da Gama n61, 8005-411, Estoi - Faro, Portugal
(Continente)

Telefone: +351962484153
 (Chamada para rede móvel nacional)

Email: info@mobilemax.pt



XO
Model
WL08EU
Color
White
USB input current
100-240V 50/60 Hz 0.3A
USB output current
5V / 2.4A
AC power
250V / 16A, 4000W Max
Weight
168 g
Dimensions
59.1 x 78.5 x 155.2 mm
Material
PC + copper

Preço:

€ 13.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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